INME REGISTRATION FORM 2018
Parents of inme program participant must read the note below to better understand the
program. Please contact us for additional information or clarifications, if any. Your signature on
the last page of this form is needed as agreement and permission to complete the registration
process.
Dear Parent,
Thank you for choosing the inme experience for your
child. We are confident that it will be an engaging
experience and a learning opportunity full of
adventure, excitement and fun.
The inme summer program is built around adventure
and facing challenges. It is more than just a camping
holiday.
Program activities may include rock climbing, white
water rafting, kayaking, mountain biking, trekking,
camping at high altitudes, elements of the ropes
course or variations of these as well as other sports
and activities. Some parts of the experience may
stretch the participants - physically and mentally more than what they are used to.
Travel to camp is by train and/or hired buses and in
and around camps in locally hired jeeps/cars.
Accommodation is in tents or dormitories in
wilderness settings, and depending on the weather
and terrain, participants may face cold, wet or windy
conditions. As in any outdoor camp setting, insects,
reptiles and other wild life are part of the natural
environment; awareness, care and safety are required.
We have adequate supervision, experienced and
trained team members running all inme programs.
However, please do understand that camping out in
the wilderness and participating in adventure activities
have inherent risks. By this we mean that the program
has the same level of risk as any private or family trip
in the same setting or similar activities.
Adult supervision includes a resident doctor on
campus. First aid and common medication is available
on camp. Hospitals may be 45-90 minutes away
depending on the campus location. Time to reach
them may be more if the need arises away from the
main campus or on the expedition based programs.
For our off campus programs (under the Challenges
section) while the outdoor experts are trained and

certified in first aid, there may not be a doctor
accompanying the group. The nearest doctor is either
on the nearest camp facility we run or the
‘moving/mobile’ adventures are so planned that
private or public medical facilities are accessible.
We want you to have clear expectations and help your
child prepare for the program. Our experience
suggests that children whose parents have set the
following expectations in advance get more value out
of the experience:
- This program is not a luxury camping holiday. It has a
structure, schedule, rules, and decorum to be followed.
- There are shared facilities and resources, and we
need to keep everyone's interests in mind.
- Campuses have spartan yet comfortable
accommodation in tents or dormitories. To enhance
interaction, allocation of tents or dormitories is usually
through a draw of lots.
- The campuses have hygienic toilets with regular
fittings and dedicated cleaning staff, but do
understand that they can never be the same as one
expects at home.
- The campus kitchens serve wholesome food and
variety, but not pizzas, burgers etc.
Expedition based programs (Challenges) have shifting
camps and do not have fixed toilets or kitchens.
Participants carry their own tents and supplies and
help with cooking and cleaning chores.
We have very little control over environmental
conditions and infrastructure in our country (road
conditions, trains, etc.). But over the years we have
worked on the most safe and comfortable modes of
travel for our programs. Feel free to call us for any
clarification on travel or program logistics.

Puneet Palaha
CEO, Inme Learning Pvt. Ltd.
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Please paste a
recent
photograph of
the child in this
space.

PARTICIPANT'S DETAILS (PLEASE FILL THE FORM IN CAPITALS)
NAME

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

DATE OF BIRTH ______________________ M
(Please provide age proof)

F

FOOD PREFERENCE

VEG

NON. VEG

JAIN

SCHOOL & BOARD________________________________________________________________________________ CLASS __________
CHILD EMAIL_________________________________________________

HEIGHT __________ WEIGHT _________

HOME ADDRESS __________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________ PIN ____________________
TELEPHONE (LANDLINE)______________________________________
T-SHIRT SIZE (INCHES)

32

34

36

38

MOBILE____________________________________________
40

42

PARENTS' DETAILS
MOTHER NAME _________________________________________________________________________________________
MOBILE ____________________________

EMAIL ____________________________________________________________

INSTITUTION ________________________________________ DESIGNATION _____________________________________

FATHER NAME ___________________________________________________________________________________________
MOBILE ____________________________

EMAIL ____________________________________________________________

INSTITUTION ________________________________________ DESIGNATION _____________________________________
I have voluntarily provided inme learning the phone numbers & emails above on which they can contact us and
send messages for updates/alerts/promotions etc.
YES
NO

PROGRAM & ACTIVITY CHOICE
PROGRAM YOU WANT TO ATTEND (REFER TO THE SCHEDULE FOR DATES, AVAILABLE ACTIVITIES AND
PROGRAM CODE.
PROGRAM CODE

ACTIVITY 1 ___________________________ ACTIVITY 2 _______________________________

If you have selected Mountain Biking as an activity, please provide your Inseam Length ________________
If you do not want your child to attend a specific activity, please mention it here: ______________________



Mountain biking participants should know how to ride a bicycle. The office will confirm mountain
biking after making sure the campus has a bicycle as per the inseam length of the child.
A minimum of 8 participants are needed to form an activity group - in case the number is lower,
we may request you to change the activity or program dates.
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PARTICIPANT'S MEDICAL DETAILS
PLEASE FILL THIS FORM CAREFULLY AND PROVIDE ALL DETAILS CLEARLY. USE ADDITIONAL PAPER IF REQUIRED.
Please do keep in mind that our knowledge about the medical status of your child is limited to what is
furnished on the medical form. Additionally, in the outdoors there is little to no clinical diagnosis possible.
Hence all treatment is symptomatic. It is important for you to know that we do not have resources to
manage children with specific needs. Eg. ADHD/ADD, Autism, Bipolar Disorder, Depression, Active
Epilepsy and congenital Heart Defects.
(1) Any heart related condition or history of epilepsy?

YES

NO

(2) Blood group ____________________

YES

NO

(4) Any medical condition or relevant information that INME should have?

YES

NO

(5) Any allergies to specific substances/foods/medicines?

YES

NO

(6) Any history of bed-wetting/sleepwalking?

YES

NO

(7) Any asthma or respiratory related issues?

YES

NO

(8) Any muscle injury or a fracture recently?

YES

NO

(9) Hospitalization in the past year?

YES

NO

(3) Anti-tetanus administered?

IF YOUR ANSWER IS YES TO ANY OF THE ABOVE QUESTIONS, THEN PLEASE PROVIDE DETAILS IN THE SPACE
BELOW OR USE ADDITIONAL PAPER.
If under any medication, please provide details and send the medicines with a dosage note.
If the participant uses prescription glasses, please send an extra pair. Avoid contact lenses.
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PARTICIPANT CODE OF CONDUCT
Parents must share this with participants and make them understand and commit to this code of conduct.
Since some of the issues are more relevant to older children, participants 12 years and above must demonstrate
their understanding and agreement by signing this section.
(1) I understand that this is not a luxury camping trip or holiday trip. I commit to follow the safety & discipline
norms, and the plans shared by the Campus Chief and instructors on the program.
(2) I will respect other participants and will not bully or misbehave with them. I will maintain decorum and be
polite in my language and interactions with others.
(3) I will not carry a mobile phone or music player/gaming device.
(4) I know that there are restricted spaces (tents, toilets or others) for boys and girls and I will respect those
boundaries.
(5) I understand that I may not always be in the same activity or accommodation groups of my choice as these
may require logistical, safety or learning considerations.
(6) I will respect camp equipment and property.
(7) I understand that on expedition based programs I will have to share all chores and responsibilities as agreed
by the group. I understand that it is critical to be one for all and all for one to make these programs safe and
successful.
(8) I will not carry or consume cigarettes, alcohol or other illegal substances on the program.
____________________________________
Participant signature

Inme Communication Protocol and Policy
We are aware that you would like to know what is happening on the program and share your child’s experience.
We do not have the provision of contacting children directly while they are on the program. On most campus
based programs we attempt to upload a daily note on our Facebook page so that you can know how the
program group is doing (facebook.com/inme.in). This is not an update on/about an individual child.

Inme Photograph Upload Policy
Similarly for photographs, on most campus based programs we attempt to upload photographs on our Facebook
page so that you can get a glimpse of how the children are doing (facebook.com/inme.in).
However, this is often time consuming and difficult (due to internet access and with the kind of signal we get,
uploading photographs is not a given). Especially on expedition programs. The instructors running the program
need to focus on the child’s safety, learning and engagement and it is not always possible for them to find time
to click photographs of everyone or even to upload the same in the given conditions.
Please do not expect this to be a commitment or service to capture every child’s photograph or its upload.
Depending on which group had a camera or what we are able to upload, all we assure you is some photographs
as and when connectivity permits.

HOW DID YOU HEAR OF US?
Referred by someone who has attended (please provide full name of the child)
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Facebook _______________________________ Web search _____________________ Google ads _____________________________
Word of Mouth ________________________ Gurgaon Mom ___________________ Kiddathon ______________________________
Other (please specify) _____________________________________________________
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PARENT CONSENT
Name of Participant __________________________________________________________________________________________________
Name of Parent ___________________________________________________________________________Mother

Father

I want to enrol my child for the INME program.
I have read the inme program brochure and the CEO’s letter in this form, and I understand the same. The details
provided in the registration form and the medical sections are true and correct.

1. I understand the program details and the inherent risks of adventure programs
While Inme has trained and experienced staff and does its best, I understand and acknowledge the risks
associated with outdoor-based adventure programs and the related logistics of travel and stay. These are same as
risks present in any private or family trip in the same setting or with similar activities. I release Inme Learning Pvt.
Ltd., its employees, agents, instructors, doctors, contractors and directors of any liability from claims arising due
to my child’s participation in the program and the related travel and activities conducted therein.

2. My child is fit to participate in the chosen adventure program
I understand the program design and my child is medically fit to participate in this program. I have provided all
relevant medical details in this form. My child does not suffer from any known condition - specifically heart
related, blood pressure related, acute asthma, epilepsy, or serious allergies and reactions - that could get
aggravated due to the experience or would render the program unsafe for him/her or others. My consent here
also includes permission to Inme Learning Pvt. Ltd. and the doctor or hospital chosen by them to provide
medication or hospitalization in case of need.

3. I understand the communication protocol during the course of the program
I understand that I will not be able to communicate directly with my child during the program. Inme will attempt
to provide updates through their Facebook page. I understand that this is not a commitment, and is dependent
on telephone and internet connectivity at the campuses. I also understand that the update photographs will be
representative and generic and may not cover my child specifically.

4. I understand the code of conduct that needs to be followed on the program
I am aware that participants need to abide by the rules and any misconduct like repeated indiscipline, bullying
other participants, gender sensitivity issues, breach of safety rules, or carrying/usage of tobacco, alcohol or other
substances will result in my child being sent back from the program at my cost.

5. I permit INME to upload my child’s photographs on its Facebook page and use
photographs and videos featuring my child/ward
I understand the update process of inme. Inme learning can upload my child’s photographs on its Facebook page
during and after the camp. And inme may use the images and videos featuring my child/ward for its brochures,
website and promotional material.
My signature below indicates that I agree to the points listed above in this consent letter. I have read, understood,
filled and then signed this form. I am aware of the payment & cancellation policy and agree with the same. Any
claim or any controversy involving this agreement shall be conducted in New Delhi.

______________________________

_______________________________

Signature of parent

Date and place
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR CHILDREN TAKING A FLIGHT TO CATCH
AN INME PROGRAM.
Dear Parents,
Your child is travelling to another city to attend an inme program. Please note that Inme does not accompany
children on the flight. We recommend the flight to be booked, so that all participants attending the same
program fly together.
Inme provides airport pick and drop, required meals, and in some cases a night’s accommodation (shared
occupancy) at an additional cost. With night stay – Rs. 5000 / without night stay – Rs. 1000

Airline Rules:
Children below the age of twelve (12) years are regarded as minors. Airlines may, at their sole discretion, accept
or reject unaccompanied minors, that is, children aged above 5 and below 12, upon payment of an additional
fee.

Unaccompanied Minor Travel Process:
(1) A parent or guardian is required to complete a signed form at the point of check-in at each departure airport
prior to travel.
Please take 8 print outs of the form and fill them.
4 will be submitted by you to the airline when you drop the child to the airport. You will need to visit the airline
office at the departure to complete the process. Inme will provide the details (Phone no. and Photo ID) of the
person picking your child at arrival 2 days before the flight.
4 forms will be used when the child takes the return flight post camp. Details of the inme team member dropping
them to the airport will be filled by us, rest of the form can filled by you and sent with the child.
(2) There is an additional fee charged by the airline for this service. You can pay this additional fee (1) at the time
of booking the flight OR (2) at the time you drop the child to the airport. Please make sure the additional fee has
been paid for the round trip of the child in advance, this ensures that the airline is prepared beforehand.
(3) As per the airline rule, airline ground staff member will take the child to the aircraft. During the flight, the
airline cabin crew will keep an eye on the child and will make sure that they have everything they need.
(4) When the flight arrives, the airline ground staff will accompany and assist the child through the airport arrivals
process.

* Inme takes responsibility of the child from the moment the child is handed over to the inme team member at
the airport.
Please note:
Valid photo-ID for both the unaccompanied minor and the parent or guardian is required at the point of checkin.
Please ensure you child available at the airport at least 2 hours prior to departure. You cannot web check-in, if
you are travelling as an Unaccompanied Minor. Parents are required to stay at the airport until the flight has
departed.
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INME OUTSTATION TRAVEL FORM

Name of child __________________________________________________________________Program Code ____________
Does your child need inme airport pick and drop service? (Yes/No) ______________________________________
If you have answered ‘yes’ to the above question, please provide the details requested below.

Child Travel Details
Is the child carrying a mobile on the journey?

YES

NO

If yes, Phone no. of child __________________________________________________
Does your child need the unaccompanied Minor facility?

YES

NO

Onward Journey
Date of travel: ______________________Departure point: __________________________Destination___________________________
Airline________________Flight no. ______________ Time of departure ________________Time of arrival _____________________

Return Journey
Date of travel: ______________________Departure point: __________________________Destination___________________________
Airline________________Flight no. ______________ Time of departure ________________Time of arrival _____________________

* Inme takes responsibility of the child from the moment the child is picked up by the inme team member at the
airport.
* In case your child is carrying a mobile phone, please provide a pouch with his/her name and program code
marked clearly on it. Upon arrival at the airport, your child should place the mobile phone in the pouch and
handover to the inme team member. Kindly provide a charging cable and a power bank in the pouch since it is
not possible for us to charge the mobile phone for the return journey.
Comments, if any:
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